Abstract-In this paper, we propose an approach to track and estimate user pointing direction in 3D Space. In the area of human-robot interaction, user communicates with service robot in their daily life activities to give commands and execute the given task accordingly. Therefore, the ability of user to gives command to service robot naturally can provide an interactive user interface system for real 3D space environment. For this purpose, we aim to perform pointing gesture tracking and after that estimate the user's pointing direction. Our method of pointing direction estimation is based on 3D orientation of hand and shoulder center of user. We make comparison with our previous method to find the best hypothesis. Experimental results show the angular error for the estimation of pointing direction is successfully improved from our previous method. As a result, our natural user interface system can manipulate 3D objects in living room environment thus providing intuitive robotic service for human robot interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking of human gesture has been widely researched either in human-computer interaction or human-robot interaction. Besides voice, gesture is an example of platform to interfacing between human and robot intuitively and naturally. Pointing is one part of gesture which provides information and intention from human to service robot. Pointing-based user interface can easily indicate object and location for the robot delivering robot task in home environment.
However, in the real environment, some ambiguity can occur and affect the performance of robotics service. The ambiguity in pointing gesture comes from the angular error in estimation of user's pointing direction particularly when certain objects is closely located. Due to the ambiguous pointing command, correct object and location cannot be identified thus service robot surely unable to deliver task successfully. To overcome this problem, we conduct several experiments on tracking of pointing arm and make comparison study to find the best hypothesis.
In this paper, we present a robust tracking method to be used in pointing direction estimation. We measure the pointing angle from the position of hand with respect to the shoulder center. To obtain the 3D coordinates of pointing arm and shoulder center, we use visual-based tracking that coming from single 3D Kinect sensor. From the skeleton image trajectory data, we estimate the pointing angle by using simple trigonometry function. Although the trigonometry calculation is very simple, we show through experiment that the accuracy of our user interface system is significantly improved to previous research. We evaluate our result based on angular error and mean squared error.
A. Related Work
Employing service robot at home to help human on the daily life activities is an example of the application for human-robot interaction. To achieve this scenario, service robot is placed in an intelligent space where the real living environment is designed with many sensors, computers and frameworks such that it becomes ubiquitous [1] . Human-robot interface is designed to pass useful information from human to system and vice versa. Niitsuma [2] presents a system to intuitively get command from human to system by using a vibrotactile interface at smart wheelchair in intelligent space. Whereas, a PDA-based interface also is introduced to get the input signal from user to the system for bring service application [3] .
A user interface based on gestural input from human has been researched in [4] - [6] . By using hand gesture such as sign language, human or user can convey information naturally to the system. Ishii [7] introduces an approach to give instructions to object-delivery robot based on drag and drop operation from user's specific finger.
Furthermore, in direct manipulation tasks, pointing gesture can be interpreted very well to accurately identifying an arbitrary location in space [8] . Sato [9] uses pointing gesture to give command to service robot in virtual space. In her research, the pointing direction is estimated by using marker at user's cap and hand glove. On the other hand, research in [10] presents an HMM-based pointing detection to recognize pointing phases of dynamic hand pointing.
The problem of the system to indicate which target object is pointed by user is crucial in such a way that robot do not understand the ambiguous command from the user. Nickel [11] presents an approach to solve this ambiguous pointing angle by combining 3D head and hand tracking with head orientation. Meanwhile, Ngo [12] proposes a system combining pointing gesture and commonsense knowledge to correctly identify the target object.
B. Outline
This paper is organized as follows: In chapter 2, we explain the general system overview of our pointing-based user interface. Also, in this chapter, we introduce our methodology on tracking of user pointing gesture as well as estimate the pointing angle. In chapter 3, we show the experimental setup and result based on angular error in pointing estimation. Next, Pointing Angle Estimation for Human-Robot Interface Nur Safwati Mohd Nor, Yoshio Maeda, and Makoto Mizukawa in chapter 4, we discuss the accuracy of pointing gesture proposed in this paper by doing comparison with our previous tracking method. Finally, we conclude this paper by explaining the importance of our findings and present some future works. Fig. 1 . System design for human-robot interface.
A. System Overview
We design our pointing-based user interface such that user can easily using the system hence manipulate objects in 3D space. The user must not spend much time on using the system to give task to service robot. In addition, we design our user interface system to be interactive to allow continuous interaction between user and service robot. For that reason, we include a real-time feedback system to our pointing-based user interface. This feedback system is crucial in integrating information and confirmation on the robot tasks thus provides a closed loop interaction process. Fig.1 shows the overview of our natural user interface system. The pointing-based user interface system communicates and gives command to service robot through Kukanchi (Interactive Human Space Design and Intelligence) database and system.
B. Tracking of Pointing Arm
In this study, we define pointing gesture by a movement of arm pointing to a target object. The line of arm including three joints which are shoulder, elbow and hand. In this paper, to track the pointing arm, user has to be at a predefined position in front of the 3D sensor Kinect XBox. The center of the Kinect must be aligned with the user's center of shoulder.
By using Kinect XBox API and OpenNI, the system will automatically detect user's 3D coordinates of the skeleton joints. Three joints in the skeleton image which describes our pointing gesture are shoulder center, shoulder and hand. The shoulder of a user is significant to be tracked because we differentiate the pointing posture, either standing or sitting based on the height of the shoulder. In order for the system to track the pointing gesture, user needs to hold arm for five seconds during pointing.
C. Estimation of Pointing Direction
To get pointing direction, we estimate the pointing angle from user's arm to center of shoulder during hold state. We measure the pointing angle in horizontal axis. From the coordination of hand and shoulder center, the estimated angle is identified accordingly at every pointing direction. Next, we calculate the angular error at each pointing direction for the evaluation purpose.
III. RESULT

A. Experimental Setup
We have conducting an experiment to measure the angle of pointing arm by user in our intelligent space called Kukanchi (Interactive Human Space Design and Intelligence). In this experiment, we measure the pointing angle based on the predefined location of user and object. After that, we evaluate the pointing estimation by calculating the angular error. For this purpose, user needs to point his arm to six locations of an object, five times at each location. In addition, we conduct this experiment in two posture mode, standing and sitting. Fig.  2 shows the environment setup for our experiment. As for the setup, we are using Kinect XBox to track the pointing gesture, thus providing the 3D coordinates of pointing arm. The pointing angle is defined by the angle between user's arm and shoulder center in the skeleton image. The estimated pointing angle, α is measured by using (1). 1 Hand. ShoulderCenter.
Hand. ShoulderCenter.
B. Angular Error
For the analysis, we measure the pointing angular error both during standing and sitting posture. Afterward, we calculate the average angular error for each predefined angle. Fig. 3 shows the angular error measured for all six locations of object position. As of calculated average angular errors, it is clearly seen that the pointing direction estimation has the accuracy of below four degrees of error.
IV. COMPARISON AND HYPOTHESIS
In order to evaluate and choose the best pointing gesture tracking algorithm, we make comparison and hypothesis on the experimental data. To achieve that, we calculate the Mean Squared Error (MSE) for both pointing posture and compare them with our previous work in [1] . The different method of tracking user pointing direction is evaluated by finding the least MSE. Fig. 4 shows the angular error for our tracking method presented in [1] . In [1] , we estimate the pointing direction by finding the angle between pointing arm and center of the head. Table I shows the MSE for the estimation of pointing direction methods.
From the calculated MSE, the method presented in this paper has the least MSE for both standing and sitting mode. Therefore, the tracking algorithm and pointing direction estimation based on the center of user's shoulder is more accurate than the estimation made based on the center of user's head. Furthermore, the difference in MSE for standing and sitting posture is smaller for center of shoulder's method compared to center of head method. This small difference indicates the validity of the method and shows our current method gives better performance than our previous method. Hence, we plan to use shoulder's center as our reference point to detect the pointing angle from user's arm for our natural user interface system. V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK From the experimental result, we would like to concentrate on the tracking method of pointing gesture and also estimation of pointing direction. We make comparison of the respective methods to find the best hypothesis. This study is important because our natural user interface needs to employ the best pointing direction estimation so that the pointing angle can be specified to the correct object in 3D space. Accurate pointing angle estimation is further needed for service robot to bring the object which the user wants especially when multiple objects near to each other and small in size.
In future, we will consider multiple Kinect sensors to address occlusion problem. The limitation of single Kinect sensor such that, the camera projection is not wide enough to detect pointing gesture at certain angles in different pointing posture. Moreover, practically in intelligent space like Kukanchi, user should be moving and not static at one position only. Therefore, multiple 3D sensors are required to detect pointing gesture from many angles and postures. In addition, we plan to create an interactive feedback system by employing augmented reality technology. 
